
Retrofit Column and Pipe Fitting
Earth Shield® has solved a long-standing problem for engineered concrete 
structures with circular protrusions, such as columns, pipes, piers, and 
pilasters. The problem: how to permanently seal the concrete joint 
when cast-in-place concrete is formed against an existing circular 
member. The solution: Earth Shield® Column & Pipe Fitting (part no. 
JP320LC1.XX* [*XX is the diameter in inches]) manufactured with a 
flexible, chemical-resistant polymer and stainless steel anchoring 
hardware. A single laborer on the job site can quickly install the col-
umn fitting and its associated hardware. Simply apply an epoxy gel 
bed to the existing surface; place the polymer ring into the epoxy gel 
bed; heat weld the single opening on the polymer ring using a waterstop 
splicing iron; and finally, complete the system with the stainless steel closure 
ring.

The Earth Shield® system functions as an internal dam, centrally located within the cast concrete, to stop aggressive chemicals, 
solvents and hot petroleum oils from penetrating the joint. By preventing the passage of hazardous liquids the Earth Shield® Col-
umn Fitting provides facility owners, engineers, and contractors with the necessary EPA-mandated containment compliance (EPA 
Title 40 CFR 265.193). Of course, the system prevents the passage of water as well. The mechanical properties of the polymer, plus 
the tear-web design of the JP320L profile, enable the column fitting to function equally well in expansion (isolation) joints and 
construction joints.
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J P SPECIALTIES, INC.

Earth Shield® Chemical Resistant Waterstop
P.O. Box 1507, Lake Elsinore, CA 92531

Phone: 888-836-5778; International: 951-674-6869
Fax: 951-674-1315

www.earthshield.com

Visit Earth Shield® on the Web at

www.earthshield.com

Earth Shield® Waterstop Limited Warranty
JP Specialties, Inc. warrants to the Buyer that this product is 
new and will be free from defects and will perform as represented 
in writing subject to the two (2) following conditions: First, the 
application of the product and the concrete construction practic-
es used in the application are in accordance with JP Specialties, 
Inc. recommendations; and, Second, the Buyer has selected the 
proper product for the specific application required. 

Any information supplied in good faith by JP Specialties, Inc. 
with respect to its products is believed to be correct. JP Special-
ties, Inc. Makes no representation or warranties, expressed or 
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.

The exclusive remedies of the Buyer and the limit of the liability 
of JP Specialties, Inc. from any and all losses or damages result-
ing from the use of this product shall be either full refund of the 
purchase price to the Buyer of this product or the replacement of 
the quantity of product purchased by the Buyer at the discretion 
of JP Specialties, Inc.

All supplied testing data has been performed by independent 
testing laboratories.
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